
Noosphere Logo History 

The story goes back to the 20th century. In those times, the world famous cast iron factory Kasli 
was already known for its stunning sculptures production. In 1961, Kasli master Gennady Panov 
created a sketch of a Young Dreamer. By the magic of Kasli factory workers, the finished cast-
iron molding sculpture got through final stages of modeling, casting, stamping and coating with 
a special compound of varnish and carbon black to give the sculpture a special black velvety 
tone. The piece of art was also called "a Boy with a Toy Space Rocket". In about half a century, 
this cast iron boy would become a prototype of Noosphere logo.  

At first sight, a Young Dreamer is nothing special. It measures about 8" in overall height, weighs 
just over a half kilogram, and makes out of ordinary cast iron. But the first impression can be 
deceptive. The sculpture has proved to be a significant symbol of the whole generation 
representing the new era of space exploration triumphs. Moreover, a Boy with a Toy Space 
Rocket personifies youth's aspiration to repeat the great deed of Yuri Gagarin, whose flight in 
1961 opened the space to humanity. 

Of course, the choice of the "Young Dreamer" as a symbol of Noosphere was not accidental. 
The little sculpture has a very deep semantic meaning, which fully corresponds to the spirit of 
the organization. At the heart of Noosphere's philosophy, is V. Vernadsky's doctrine of the 
noosphere as the planetary mantle of mind or thinking layer of the Earth.  

So, according to Noosphere's vision, the boy embodies youth and energy, courage and 
fearlessness, which means the beginning of a path to a great world of discoveries and 
inventions. The earth represents the cradle of humanity. The rocket is a symbol of high 
technology, extending the limits of unknown horizons. The symbiosis of these elements is 
intended to reflect the idea of Noosphere slogan – Technology Knowledge Humanity. 

Over the years, the technical aspects of sculpture casting remained unchanged. In 2012, 
Noosphere ordered the authentic Young Dreamer masterpieces, and the production of this item 
at the Kasli factory was resumed again. Small sculptures exactly repeat the 1961 model and 
nowadays act as honorary awards for noosthinkers, incredible team of researchers, scientists, 
and technology trendsetters who share Noosphere's values. 

 

The original sculpture you may see on the official website of the factory – here.	


